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hair: We are in the midst of
a lot of uncertainty today and
pension schemes have a lot on
their plates. Gilt yields are close to
all-time lows – we’ve gone through
a period of them being below 1 per
cent and that has a significant impact
on an individual’s ability to save if
they are in a DC scheme; and for DB
schemes, funding positions have been
challenged. Sponsor covenants have
also come under pressure postfinancial crisis. A company’s ability
to underwrite the pension scheme’s
risk has changed. I would also say
as DB schemes mature, the liquidity

management is going to become very
important. Schemes are maturing,
we’ve got many schemes that are
now cashflow negative and the
process of them liquidating their
assets to meet member benefits is
going to be a big challenge.
Asset allocation has also evolved –
equities were around 60 per cent of
allocations in 2006, bonds were
around 30 per cent and then ‘other’
was 10. That’s actually inverted,
so if you look at 2016, equities were
around 30 per cent, bonds were at 50
per cent and then we’ve got this other
category of 20 per cent, which should
be made up of contractual income and
private markets and some insurance
policies there as well.
On the face of it, just from an
allocation perspective, you’d think
schemes had been de-risking and
funding positions might have been
improving, but actually it’s been the
other way around.
Given the low-yield environment,
where returns are hard to come by,
a lot of the conversations we’re
having with our clients are around
what else we can be doing with our
assets to try and improve investment
outcomes. A lot of the focus has been
on implementation, for example, not
just what we want but how we’re
going to access it.
I work within our index business
and one of the ways that has
manifested itself for us is schemes
talking to us about beta; asking
“Is it still right to have market cap
weighted indices, or should we be
thinking about smart beta, should we
be thinking about factors, how does
ESG play a role?” And so on.
The secondary conversation is
how to best implement that – via
an index mutual fund, an ETF,
a derivative etc and that conversation
around implementation can add
significant basis points in an
otherwise low-yield environment.
» Patterson: Thinking about the
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past 10 years, funding has gone
backwards and companies have put
a lot of money into their schemes.
As a result, we see a lot of finance
directors (FDs) who are evolving
their views about the seriousness of
this problem. At one time, part of
the FD market understood the issue
but thought it would sort itself out.
There was another part that thought
it was a big issue and needed some
serious attention. Most FDs now
know that this is a problem.
With a trustee hat on, cashflow
is increasingly the problem. One of
the really interesting areas that I’ve
looked at in the past year or so is the
impact of a really mature scheme
having to divest the assets. Stress
testing, because if that coincides
with a downturn in markets, the
compound effect can be huge.
Cashflow is a big issue and one
the industry needs to get its
head around.
» Cusack: What I’ve seen happen
over the past 10 years or so is that
the traditional bond/equity split is no
longer sufficient, especially for FDs
who are challenging the trustees.
Also, this idea that bonds are the
panacea to provide matching is no
longer acceptable, because you could
be giving up return, which the FD
doesn’t want. It’s about getting
a more balanced and a more
sophisticated portfolio.
A trustee board that isn’t doing
that, I think, will have a challenging
relationship with the sponsoring
employer, particularly as income
becomes cashflow negative and
schemes start dis-investing
potentially at the wrong time.
» whelan: At Aon, over the
past three or four years, the main
thematic we’ve seen with our UK
DB clients, on the fixed income
side, has been a bar-belling out of
traditional UK corporate bond funds
into a leveraged LDI solution; then
using the remaining assets that are
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“The industry has a long
way to go in terms of
educating investors and
helping them understand
the roles ETFs can play”
freed up for another growth strategy
– whether that’s been absolute-return
funds, diversified-growth funds
(DGFs) or even some of the more
non-traditional areas of the market
such as insurance-linked securities.
I agree that cashflow for some
schemes, certainly not all, is an issue
in terms of near-term cashflow
negativity. We’ve all seen an
increase in the amount of CETVs
coming through in the past six
months, which has led to increased
uncertainties around the timing of
cashflows.
However, outside of that, it’s
important to recognise largely that
cashflows are predictable. There
have been some participants in the
market who have said the need for
near-term cashflow – by near-term
let’s say the next 18 months to
seven years – must mean liquid
investment-grade corporate bonds
on a decaying buy and hold. We
don’t see that necessarily – we think
there are lots of asset classes that
have a place to play in a cashflowdriven solution, which often is just a

liability at the end of the day.
Illiquid asset classes can play a key
part in that as well.
» Pybus: I would echo a lot of
what Armit [Bhambra] has said in
terms of what we’re seeing with our
clients at the moment – in many
cases they are re-thinking beta and,
to a degree, rethinking the role of
fixed income in their portfolios.
In terms of ETFs specifically,
we’re at an early stage with
pension funds. There are a lot of
misconceptions and the industry
has a long way to go in terms of
educating investors and helping
them understand the roles ETFs
can play.
It is important to acknowledge that
ETFs will not be the optimal vehicle
in every scenario but increasingly, as
clients look to achieve specific
outcomes, we are seeing ETFs play
a bigger role, client segments across
the spectrum from wealth and asset
managers to insurers, pension funds
and official institutions. There has
been a significant change in the type
of client I interact with over the past
few years, from some of the biggest
sovereign wealth funds, some of the
most sophisticated institutional
investors out there, all the way
through to some pension schemes
and also other asset managers.
Five years ago, ETFs were
principally used as asset allocation
tools by investors who used funds to
implement their views, ETFs gave
them more choice. Nowadays ETFs
are being used – and the growth has
been particularly striking in fixed
income – instead of buying single
bonds or derivatives, as well as
alongside, another tool to add some
flexibility in many cases.
» reynolds: The interesting
thing from my perspective, as an
independent trustee, is that I deal
with numerous schemes of various
sizes, with different employers,
differing funding levels, various
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attitudes from the employer. It’s a bit
of a cliché to say that all schemes
are different, but it’s a valuable
observation.
One of the challenges that I
come across on a regular basis is
consistent investment themes
coming from consultants, without
them being bespoke to the particular
nature of that scheme. I’m very
reliant on my investment
consultants, very open-minded as to
what they say, but I do need them to
be incredibly attuned to the specific
scheme, to the various specifics of
what we’re doing. Whenever you’re
talking about pensions, it’s important
to remember that you do have to get
very granular when you’re looking
at individual schemes and get the
solutions right for that scheme, that
funding level, that employer, that
maturity of scheme and so on.
» Evans: The surprising thing for
me is the diversity that we see – you
could analyse my portfolio and get
some very different themes. For
the well-funded maturing bigger
schemes, it’s all about cashflow
investing, with an emphasis on
private debt right now. Smaller
schemes are really only now getting
onto the LDI train and it’s all about
increasing investment efficiency.
Then on DC, many schemes are
only now getting to grips with the
implications of [the UK’s] pension
freedoms. So for example, the
annuity option has become really
quite unimportant: most members
should be invest for cash at
retirement, or for income drawdown.
Many schemes are only now starting
to think about the implications for
the funds they make available to
members.
» Parrott: Coming back to the
point around the allocation of bonds
and equities, if you look over time,
we were doing OK until around the
turn of the century. Then the MFR
came along and pushed us in a

certain direction. Accounting rules
changed, pushed us even further in
that direction and have we got to the
point where we’d just been pushed
too far and we just accept that as the
norm? Should we be coming back to
a more realistic way of funding
pension schemes?
Secondly, picking up on the point
around FDs and company
involvement – ultimately it’s the
employer who writes the cheque
for this. Increasingly the employer
wants more than just a consultancy
role. Yes, we have trust law, but it’s
a medieval way of looking at things.
Should we now be looking at things
in a completely different way? I
don’t think anybody envisaged that
trust law or the trustee model would
move us to where we are today
when many schemes were set up
in the ‘50s and ‘60s.
You ask the man on the factory
floor, the shop floor, in the office,
whose scheme they are in, they
will say they’re in their company’s
pension scheme, their employer’s
pension scheme, their workplace
pension scheme; they’re not in
their trustee’s scheme. So ultimately
should the employer have more of
a say? Whether or not things are
going to change to allow that to
happen, who knows?

The last thing I’d say relates to
this negative cashflow issue – I
was managing negative cashflow
schemes 25 years ago; they’ve
always been around, they’re
nothing new.

Cashflow challenges
» Chair: Cashflow has been
mentioned in a number of guises
here. There’s the CDI part of it –
cashflow driven investment – and a
lot of that has to do with contractual
income that can come out of some
more private market type assets. The
other piece is around managing the
liquidation of scheme assets and the
point Jamie [Patterson] made about
some schemes being almost forced
to sell at some point is very
interesting. We have seen schemes
looking to use a liquidity sleeve of
ETFs for example to meet required
redemptions. This liquidity sleeve
mimics their broader asset allocation
and so does not impact the portfolio
from a risk and return perspective,
and means the scheme is better
equipped to disinvest. The use of
ETFs here can soften the impact that
pockets of illiquidity can have in the
markets when divesting, given ETFs
can trade on an exchange, as well
as in the primary markets where
traditional mutual funds operate.
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We have seen this approach being
implemented in the US where some
schemes are extremely mature, and
expectation is that as UK schemes
become more cashflow negative they
will need to take a more strategic
approach to how they manage these
drawdowns as they become larger.
» Patterson: An example I can
offer relates to an employer we were
working with who had two schemes.
One was very mature, average age
late 60s/early 70s, just investing
around 5 per cent plus of assets each
year. They had taken a view around
how to structure the investment
strategy that was quite liability
unaware. As such it left them in a
position that if you looked at it on a
traditional measure, they needed a
level of return that required a
significant investment allocation in
return-seeking assets.
What we then looked at was, as
you disinvest 5 per cent per annum
of assets, what’s the level
of return that you might need in
different scenarios? We just did
some simple tests around what
would happen if the market had a
shock of, say, 20 per cent in the first
year or two. What we found was that
over a 15 or 20-year period, if you
get your returns in a straight line,
they needed something like a 3.5 per
cent per annum return, so around
about gilt plus 2.5 per cent. If there
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was a shock, however, in the early
years that increased the required
return on those assets by 0.5 per cent
per annum. That’s a big allocation in
addition to where they were. They
were really concerned about what
that would mean for their ability to
continue taking risk in a five, 10
year point, because there’s that
chance that they run out of money.
What that led them to think about
was for their other scheme, which
was much less mature and therefore
not anywhere near as significantly
impacted about cashflows, they
would plan much more ahead of
time for how they were going to
manage that cashflow process.
My point is that this is a risk that
you can mitigate but how much time
you need to address it depends on
the scheme’s circumstances.
Essentially though pension
schemes over their lifetime begin
as an entity that is there to pay
benefits that have a very long time
horizon, then as they move through
that maturity cycle they have to
accept that their investment strategy
need to evolve. That means in
simple terms behaving more like an
insurer. You look at how insurers
manage their books and it’s much
more credit-focused, cashflow
generated assets. There is going to
be some equity in there because of
the nature of the pension scheme,

but it’s got to look very different as
it matures to where it was 15-20
years ago.

liquidity
» Chair: How does that look from
a liquidity perspective in fixedincome markets?
» whelan: There are many
different ways of measuring
liquidity, but if one looked across
investment-grade corporate bonds,
it hasn’t particularly changed or got
better post the crisis when measured
by average bid/offers or daily
volumes traded. But the size of the
market has grown significantly.
However, clients are increasingly
thinking about their end game i.e.
that one day they need to sell these
securities, especially if in pooled
funds. Then it’s a lot more around
structuring ideas for solutions and
moving away from a one-size-fits-all
approach is the right way to go for
many. Large schemes are able to
do that and, for example, have a
segregated buy and hold credit
mandate as part of their strategy, for
example. We can argue whether the
expected returns on that are
attractive or not currently, but they
can do that.
Try and do that for smaller
schemes – or those who don’t want
the governance of a segregated
account – and trying to replicate
those types of strategies is very hard.
I do think, however, there is
potentially a place for ETFs here.
There is still some nervousness
around ETFs and a lot of myths
around where they can be used, so a
lot of education needs to be done in
that area. And, like anything, there
are good ETFs and there are bad
ETFs, but they are definitely underutilised. The other opportunity on
liquidity or illiquidity is that it can
actually create return opportunities.
Coming back to the more mature
schemes, what we have seen is more
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of a willingness to look at actually
spending a bit of capital to do
various protection strategies. Again,
accessing some of those strategies
can be quite hard. For clients with
bespoke pooled or segregated LDI
accounts, they can typically
implement via those vehicles, but
again trying to find replicative
strategies for the smaller clients is
challenging.
There does need to be that
nuanced case-by-case approach,
tailored to the client’s needs and
ETFs, for example, can help in some
of those regards. I’d say in the past
three years we’ve probably used
ETFs in client portfolios four or five
times and they’ve all been very short
term – three days to three months –
transition event exercises to prevent
out-of-market exposure. We are, to
date, in the UK at least, seeing next
to no take-up of ETFs in a more
strategic way.
» Chair: We’d echo that, much
more education has to be done and
as you said, not all ETFs are the
same. It’s analogous to DGFs in a
way. DGFs is a catch-all term, but
actually you can have very heavily
synthetic DGFs, or you can have just
physically replicating DGFs, much
in the same way as ETFs can be
solely physically replicating, or
they can be synthetically replicating
as well.
I’d like to hear from the
professional trustees how their
schemes have evolved in their use
of fixed income?
» Cusack: From the trustee
perspective, they’re quite happy to
talk to their investment consultant
and ask “what do we need to do?”
But on the FD side, there’s more of a
desire to be more creative rather
than just go with the flow. They are
more engaged. They are also looking
more long term and are expecting
trustees to be open to a wider variety
of options, rather than just saying

“We’re trying to get people
to have a think about
what value for money
actually means”
“let’s go and get gilts”. That’s not
acceptable anymore.
Also, traditionally it has been the
expectation that as schemes mature,
you should just move more and
more into fixed income to match the
pension liabilities, end of story.
There’s an element of that not being
acceptable either, because you are
losing that potential for extra
investment return, and this
de-risking can almost create other
risks. You’ve got to protect the
downside on the one hand, but at the
same time you want to achieve some
upside too. It does again depend on
the scheme liability profile and it
does depend on the trustees.
Saying that, liabilities in a pension
scheme are not a surprise. We
know what they are, especially if
the scheme is closed to future
accrual. Transfer values, yes, they
create occasional cashflow shocks,
but the liabilities are still fairly
predictable. It’s not a scary situation
and there are various tools that you
can use to match your predictable
cashflow. Swaps for example
although I know that’s a bit radical
for some pension schemes.

» evans: We mentioned liquidity,
but for the most part I am actually
looking for illiquidity. I know what
my cashflows are and so, if there’s
an illiquidity premium, I’m actually
quite well placed to capture it. My
schemes all hold fixed-income assets
and that’s mostly for the cash that
those assets distribute rather than
capital growth.
» Cusack: For pension schemes,
what is something that is illiquid? If
you’re thinking about an individual
investor, something illiquid for them
is quite different to a pension
scheme’s view of illiquidity, because
the time horizon is longer.
» evans: It could change too
because, although right now transfer
values are typically poor value
relative to annuities, if funding
levels improve transfer values may
follow and we could move to a
situation where a lot of members just
cash out when they get to retirement.
That would be a bit of a game
changer in terms of our investment
approach. I’m seeing nothing like
that at the moment though: although
the number of transfer quotations
has increased substantially post
pension freedoms, it seems only
around one in five of those results in
a transfer payment.
» Parrott: We seem to be having a
discussion here about DB only. DC
is ever increasing in importance, you
have to keep an eye on it.
The other thing we need to be
careful about is the language we use.
We talk about ETFs and DGFs and
such terms, but these are terms that I
have to try and explain to members.
If I talked about all this to the
average employee, I’m not sure that
they’d quite understand half the stuff
that we’ve been talking about today.
We do need to be careful about the
language we use. DB has always
been a bit ‘secretive’, without the
need to really explain what you’re
doing, as long as you deliver.
www.europeanpensions.net
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With DC, you have to be rather
more open.
» Chair: Paul [Whelan], you
mentioned ETFs were being used for
three day to three month periods.
We’ve seen them being used for
longer periods of time. Brett
[Pybus], can we touch on why that
has happened and what’s allowed
that to happen from a cost
framework perspective?
» Pybus: The first point is that
when investors think about ETFs,
many think about short-term tactical
trading, and they think about
liquidity. I’d probably argue that the
liquidity message is overdone to a
degree. It’s a differentiator for sure,
but it’s not the only utility or valueadd that you can get from ETFs.
The big picture backdrop is that
ETFs have got bigger and their costs
generally have come down. I’m sure
they will continue to go lower and if
we look at the US market as an
indicator, then the direction of travel
seems to be very clear.
In terms of holding periods, as
ETFs have got bigger, and as they’ve
become traded by different types of
investors, they have become cheaper
to trade from a transaction cost
perspective. So that has encouraged
some people to think about things
more holistically. The cost of trading
48
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in corporate bond markets is taking a
big chunk off your return these days.
So that’s one dynamic, the
transaction cost benefit of ETFs
Obviously, at their worst, ETFs
should reflect the underlying market,
more or less, but hopefully you can
get better execution for certain
products where there is liquidity and
that can extend the holding periods
that make sense for investors.
The other thing that we’re seeing
more frequently now is clients
thinking about using the ETF in
more creative ways, so for example
they’re more willing to lend out ETF
units to defray the management fee.
There’s a big corporate scheme in
Germany – certainly big enough to
be segregated, certainly big enough
to do lots of interesting things in
their portfolio – which holds one of
our investment-grade ETFs, pays 20
bps as a running fee and they
systematically lend it and that
defrays a large part, if not all, of that
running cost. So we are seeing more
of that type of thing.
Also, investors generally, not just
pension funds but more broadly, are
getting more comfortable using
ETFs as a transition management
tool. For example, we have asset
manager clients who have either
delivering bonds to us to receive an

ETF in return, or buying ETFs and
taking delivery of the individual
bonds to build a portfolio. You can
use them as a way to ramp up
specific exposures within portfolios,
you can use them as a way to
reshape portfolios and to get your
portfolio from A to B.
We think they’re useful as a tool,
as an instrument in a portfolio.
People are doing things that are
maybe more creative with them than
is obvious in many cases, but
investors still do need to become
more familiar with them.

DC
» Chair: Coming back to the point
about DC, I wonder where we go
next with investment strategy in DC
to try and improve member
outcomes.
» reynolds: I think it’s a very
interesting place. I don’t know
which way gilt yields are going,
I will make that absolutely clear.
It feels an interesting place, fixed
income markets at the moment.
There’s a fundamental issue with
DC schemes and the annuity
targeting glidepaths a lot of
schemes have. Because, up until
now, their de-risking has just worked
beautifully. They’ve sold equities,
they’ve bought these bonds and
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look, they keep going up in value.
It feels great and everyone says
“oh look, that works really well”.
Of course, there will come a time
when that’s no longer true. As and
when yields start to go up again
you’re actually going to be – if you
carry on with the same strategy –
buying an asset that’s going down in
value. I don’t think members will
see that as de-risking, especially if
they’re not buying an annuity. The
rationale behind it is going to break
down pretty quickly if your fund
starts going down. I think it’s a very
interesting place.
I don’t know whether we’re at it
now, because a lot of it will depend
on when the yields turn. But I do
think that there is a major issue in
helping people on that route into and
through retirement that won’t be as
easily solved as it seems to be have
been over the past 20 years, where
we just had this very benign
environment for fixed income.
Everything’s just happened to kind
of work nicely.
» Cusack: Drawdown has an
impact in a way because not
everyone will want to have an
annuity. You can’t be funding or
planning your investment strategy
towards an annuity when members
actually want to keep on earning.
» Reynolds: Most people don’t
buy them, that’s the fact, isn’t it, at
the moment? Most DC retirees do
not buy annuities. It’s a very moot
point as to whether your default
fund should be absolutely annuity
focused, as plenty are. The crucial
thing is that actually up until now,
there’s no penalty to be paid. If
you’re in an annuity-focused fund, it
will still do very nicely. Buying all
those long-dated bonds has been a
great investment strategy. That’s not
going to be true forever.
» Evans: In some of the funds
I have 95 per cent or more of
members are in the default fund and

most are still in the growth phase.
They’ve really not encountered the
issues that we’re talking about here.
One of my schemes decided to get
rid of the annuity fund because we
could project what members were
likely to get and see that hardly any
were going to have a fund with
which it would be sensible for the
average retiree to buy an annuity.
» Patterson: Are you seeing any
pick-up in engagement? Because it
strikes me that there are two ways to
try and improve member outcomes
here. One is to engineer it to death,
the default, because most people are
in it. Member engagement is the
other – to try and get people to buy
into this as a valuable part of their
income and therefore get them to

“The generation that’s just
going into employment
now seem quite engaged
in terms of saving for their
retirement, but they don’t
have enough to save”
pay more attention.
» Evans: But there are some
generational differences. The
generation that’s just going into
employment now seem quite
engaged in terms of saving for their
retirement, but they don’t have
enough to save – they have more
pressing claims on their money.
Otherwise I would say that
engagement is startlingly low – I’m
thinking of a 6,000 member DC
scheme, where we did a survey and
only two dozen were at all interested
in the ‘self-select’ options. That’s
just 0.4 per cent of a white-collar
population.
» Cusack: It is changing though.
One of my schemes had the same
sort of numbers, and then we did a
presentation to the membership. The

feedback was very positive and since
then we’ve had more engagement
and they have been asking about
their options. Originally the trustee
was worried, but I disagreed
because it means that we’re actually
getting an opportunity to do what the
membership wants and then they
will become even more engaged.
» Evans: We had a similar
experience when we did some popup
IFAs on site. The IFAs turned up for
a day and, of course, they didn’t
have time to speak to that many
people. But the number of queries
that flowed from that was out of all
proportion to the number of people
that had actually spoken to one of
the IFAs on the day.
» Whelan: It comes back to the
point about tailoring the language
correctly. Does the end member
know what an annuity means, or
what drawdown means? When you
talk to members, most are worried
about inflation. They see it on a
daily basis – their petrol’s gone up,
their cost of going abroad has gone
up, their food bills are going up.
» Cusack: But also the DC pots
in the UK at the moment are still
comparatively small and the autoenrolment rates are low.
In Australia, you look at retirees
and they have big pots of money
now and they are choosing products
that we might call an annuity –
something that gives them a regular
payment but also protects them
against inflation. But Australia never
had a pensions environment so that’s
a big sea change for them. They
have significant sums in their
pension pots and they are also very
aware of how inflation affects their
pensions.
» Parrott: It’s a generational thing
too. Ever since freedom and choice
came out, I’ve always said that
whatever happens in the first few
years is not going to be reflective of
the long term because the generation
www.europeanpensions.net
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retiring today have relatively small
DC pots and for them it’s almost like
an ISA. Generally, this generation has
DB pots to fall back on.
Looking at the middle generation,
they’re the generation that believes
that property fixes everything.
Then my experience has been that
the younger generation, surprisingly,
are less interested in property because
they think they’ll never afford it.
However, they’re interested in
pensions as they know they will be
auto-enrolled at some point. More
specifically they’re interested in
anything that’s got an ESG angle. So,
there is massive engagement at the
bottom end that perhaps we should
work on?
» Chair: Going back to the range
of fixed income that we spoke about
at the beginning of the conversation,
when it comes to DC how does
it differ?
» Whelan: The charge cap, the
access to liquidity, the pricing point
all make it a lot harder. If I turn
around and say “look, you have to
pay 0.75 per cent towards covering
the cost of just buying the fund
(given typical bid offers), then if you
want to sell it again in x years’ time,
it’s the same again”. It’s a difficult
conversation to have. Even if that
number is broadly the same
percentage as it was five, 10 years
ago – you used to be buying a
product yielding 6-8 per cent; now
you’re giving away nearly half of the
50
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yield in year one.
Given the current yield on
investment-grade corporate bonds is
very low and thus current return
expectations are muted, we don’t
think just holding corporate bonds is
the right solution. Products such as
DGFs or diversified absolute-return
solutions may have a role to play by
offering exposure across asset classes
including fixed income. But we are
also exploring with asset managers
about delivering solutions that are
compatible with what the DC
marketplace needs.
» Cusack: The problem there is if
you’re talking about what’s fit for an
individual member and their time
horizon, their risk profile and so on,
the DC member doesn’t have an
employer to pick up the difference if
there’s a shock in the market, whereas
the DB member has a safety net.
The DC member may or may not,
depending on their financial
awareness, have a view about
markets, but ultimately they mainly
go into the default fund; and they
need to understand what the default
fund is because it’s meant to be a
proactive choice, rather than just a
passive choice. Therefore you don’t
want to make it too complicated.

Value for money
» Chair: We’ve spent a lot of time
this year going around speaking to
consultants, speaking to DC schemes
in particular, about this idea of
rethinking beta, rethinking index. For
some time now the industry has been
on a bit of a race to the bottom when
it comes to fees. We’re trying to get
people to have a think about what
value for money actually means
because value for money doesn’t
mean the cheapest thing on the shelf.
To try and think about what type of

factor investing could they be using,
for example, instead of just having
your MSCI world. To think about
how ESG plays a role. To think about
what they could be doing in lieu of
holding actual private market
physical liquid assets, which are just
priced out right now from the 75
basis point charge cap – could they
include some kind of indexed
infrastructure fund? Some kind of
REITs-based product? Does that give
you diversification?
We spend a lot of time going out
and having those types of
conversations.
» Cusack: But ultimately the value
for money aspect is a question for the
trustees and they should be educated
individuals who understand what
they’re getting. For an individual
member, however, this debate about
costs is less important. What they
want to know ultimately is what they
have left in their pot, so not so much
how much is being taken out. Of
course we should be transparent,
I have no problem with the
transparency aspect, but to assess
whether it’s value for money, I think
that’s quite hard for a member. They
just want to know whether they are
getting a fair amount of return, given
this is their money; and are they
happy with where it’s being invested
(especially the younger generation).
If we focused on the new people
coming in through auto-enrolment,
any engagement we get there will
improve the engagement in all the
other generational pieces.
» Evans: I agree with that – I think
because you can get cost data quite
easily, there’s a danger that you spend
a disproportionate amount of time on
costs, because it’s tractable. Whereas
value for money is a much broader
and more nebulous concept. The key
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is the net return. So you really need
to look at both costs and value for
money.
» whelan: You need a holistic
look across your mix of assets as
well; and you need to step back and
ask what are you actually trying to
achieve? What are the key criteria
that you’ve got to make in this
investment? That’s your central
view, but then what is your worst
case? Are you willing to risk a little
bit more for potential upside? But
you might be giving away another
5-10 per cent and striking that
balance. Don’t just focus on fees.

improving outcomes
» Chair: What else could
schemes be doing to try and
improve member outcomes on
the DC side?
» Patterson: One thing I’ve
noticed over the past couple of
years is that from the
employer’s point of view it’s
become a much more rounded
conversation than just being
about pensions. It’s about
financial wellness in general
and employers are spending more
time on engagement across a whole
series of reward issues, with
pensions being just one part of that.
Also, I am seeing that the default
fund unfortunately is still largely in
use even though it’s likely to be
right for very few people in the
population. Therefore, our view is to
not over-engineer it; but to put
something in place that you think is
robust and fit for purpose, and then
just try and do as much
communication with the members as
you can to get rates up and try and
get better engagement.
» reynolds: There are two key
challenges in DC. The first is
contributions – I don’t think there
are any investment-led solutions,
you’ve just got to get the
contributions up. There’s no magic

in DB – it’s just that people put
a lot more money in, therefore
people get good pensions. We
need to get the contributions up.
The other thing is these complex
decisions, we need to make them as
simple as possible. It doesn’t mean
the solution has to be simple, but the
decisions that members have to
make need to be a lot simpler.
Retirement is hugely complex. There
are so many unknowns – investment
returns, longevity, inflation, juggling
all that on an individual basis is
hugely complex. We have to, as an
industry, find a way of providing
solutions that give people simpler

decisions to make because most
people are ill equipped to make
these decisions because they don’t
know what the future holds.
We made the point earlier, with
DB you’ve got a safety net. In DC,
you’re all alone so we need to make
the process simpler for members so
they can make good, informed
decisions ideally right from the start,
but particularly at retirement.
» Cusack: I think it’s got to start
from day one – this belief that by
having auto-enrolment now, people
are going to have this fantastic
equivalent to DB when they come
out the other end is unrealistic.
Making simple decisions at the
outset is key, and then we need
to keep members interested too
because in DC, it is their money
and their risk.

» Chair: We’ve gone through the
whole industry today, it feels like,
from DB to DC. We’ve talked
about rates in the past, compared
to where rates are today, the impact
that has on saving and the impact it
has on DB schemes.
For some time, companies have
been putting a lot into defined
benefit pension schemes for some
time, but we haven’t actually moved
too much. The question is where do
we go next?
One theme that runs through
everything we’ve spoken about is
that it is a low-yield environment
and we expect that to continue to be
the case for some time.
Within that context it’s
certainly our belief that
schemes need to seek out new
efficiencies that they
wouldn’t necessarily have
had to do when they could
expect 10 per cent equity
market returns. Looking
forwards we think it’s closer
to 3-4 per cent. They need to
go to the next layer of detail
and we think that has a lot to
do with implementation and that’s a
view that’s shared with many people
across the street.
Also we want schemes to rethink
beta. If we just look at defined
benefit schemes, for example, that
£1.5 trillion of assets, I would expect
half of that is in indexed assets and
a large proportion of those indexed
assets are market cap weighted.
We spend a lot of time looking
at active, we spend a lot of time
looking at alternatives, we spend
a lot of time looking at LDI and
we rightly should do. But there’s a
big part of this market’s assets that
haven’t been looked at for some
time. We’re speaking to everybody
in the marketplace and saying the
story has moved on now and there
are more choices on the table for
you to think about. ■
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